Integrated expression analysis of muscle hypertrophy identifies Asb2 as a negative regulator of muscle mass
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The transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) signaling network is a critical regulator of skeletal muscle mass and function and, thus, is an attractive therapeutic target for combating muscle disease, but the underlying mechanisms of action remain undetermined. We report that follistatin-based interventions (which modulate TGF-β network activity) can promote muscle hypertrophy that ameliorates aging-associated muscle wasting. However, the muscles of old sarcopenic mice demonstrate reduced response to follistatin compared with healthy young-adult musculature. Quantitative proteomic and transcriptomic analyses of young-adult muscles identified a transcription/translation signature elicited by follistatin exposure, which included repression of ankyrin repeat and SOCS box protein 2 (Asb2). Increasing expression of ASB2 reduced muscle mass, thereby demonstrating that Asb2 is a TGF-β network–responsive negative regulator of muscle mass. In contrast to young-adult muscles, sarcopenic muscles do not exhibit reduced ASB2 abundance with follistatin exposure. Moreover, preventing repression of ASB2 in young-adult muscles diminished follistatin-induced muscle hypertrophy. These findings provide insight into the program of transcription and translation events governing follistatin-mediated adaptation of skeletal muscle attributes and identify Asb2 as a regulator of muscle mass implicated in the potential mechanistic dysfunction between follistatin-mediated muscle growth in young and old muscles.

Introduction

Aging beyond young adulthood in humans is accompanied by a progressive loss of skeletal muscle mass and strength, which accelerates with advanced aging (1, 2). Diminishing muscle mass and functionality contribute to the manifestation of sarcopenia and severe frailty that directly impacts on physical ability and metabolism, with significant consequences for risk of fall-related injury and the development and/or exacerbation of other medical conditions. Consequently the loss of functional musculature constitutes a leading contributor to increased morbidity and poor long-term prognosis in the elderly aging population. The underlying mechanisms that promote the development and progression of sarcopenia are poorly understood, but contributing factors include diminishing levels of anabolic hormones (3, 4), altered ubiquitin-proteasome activity (5), mitochondrial dysfunction (6), and deterioration of the interaction between muscle fibers and motor nerves (7, 8). Currently, interventions that slow age-related muscle wasting have largely been limited to participation in regular resistance exercise (9). Development of drugs as alternative or complementary interventions holds considerable appeal, especially for restoring muscle function in individuals that are already severely frail who may struggle to participate in exercise protocols of sufficient volume and intensity. One strategy for potentially preventing or reversing sarcopenic muscle wasting is to manipulate the transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) signaling network in muscle to shift the processes controlling protein turnover in favor of conservation and/or accretion (9, 10).
Members of the TGF-β family of ligands that engage the type IIB activin receptor (ACTR2B) to stimulate signal transduction via SMAD2 and SMAD3 transcription factors are important regulators of skeletal muscle development and remodeling. These proteins include myostatin (or growth differentiation factor 8, GDF8), activin A and B. Genetic ablation of myostatin promotes greater numbers of muscle fibers being formed during myogenesis and increased growth of muscle fibers during maturation (11, 12), whereas inhibition of myostatin in adult musculature stimulates muscle fiber hypertrophy (13, 14). Conversely, overexpression of myostatin in mature musculature causes atrophy by shifting protein turnover in favor of catabolism (15). Similarly to myostatin, inhibition of activin A and B in mice can increase muscle mass (16), whereas overexpression causes significant muscle atrophy and a cachectic phenotype (17–19). Moreover, elevated levels of activin A and B have been observed in malignant conditions associated with severe muscle wasting (17–20). Importantly, there exists a positive correlation between serum activin levels with advancing age that includes a notable upward inflection in humans beyond 60 years of age (21). The identification of specific TGF-β family members that negatively impact on muscle attributes via ACTR2B-SMAD2/3 and that are associated with conditions of frailty has stimulated considerable interest in the development of therapies to target these ligands and the processes they regulate in muscle (17, 22, 23).

Alongside exploration of ligand- and receptor-specific inhibitors as possible therapeutics, interest has grown in using follistatin-based (FST-based) interventions as modulators of the TGF-β network in skeletal muscle (24). FST binds to the ACTR2B interaction site of myostatin and the activins to prevent engagement with ACTR2B and consequently represses downstream SMAD2/3 signaling (25, 26). Loss of FST compromises muscle formation during development (27, 28), whereas transgenic or postnatal overexpression of FST generates profound muscle hypertrophy (12, 29). Importantly, FST promotes bone morphogenic protein (BMP) signaling in skeletal muscle via the SMAD1/5/8 transcription factors; the signaling was recently identified as a mechanism that positively regulates muscle mass (30, 31). As the BMPs are TGF-β family members that act on SMAD1/5/8 in parallel with the myostatin/activin/-SMAD2/3 axis, these and complementary findings have revealed that the TGF-β network comprises components that act in opposition as positive and negative regulators of muscle mass. Despite the growing appreciation for the interplay between components of the TGF-β network to control muscle attributes, the program of transcriptional and translational changes driven by these events to achieve muscle hypertrophy remain undefined.

Manipulation of the TGF-β network may hold the potential to address muscle wasting associated with a variety of conditions and with advancing age. We sought to evaluate the impact of FST treatment in age-related muscle wasting. We report here that exposure of muscles to increased levels of FST can confer positive effects on muscle mass and strength in the setting of age-related muscle wasting. However, the hypertrophic effects of FST are diminished in aged muscles relative to young-adult muscles. This discrepancy highlights the importance of revealing the mechanisms of FST-mediated muscle adaptation. To this end, we combined quantitative analyses of proteomic and transcriptomic responses in muscles exposed to FST to identify a transcriptomic and proteomic signature associated with FST-mediated skeletal muscle growth. Combined interrogation of proteomics and transcriptomics revealed that downregulation of ankyrin repeat–containing protein with a suppressor of cytokine signaling box 2 (Asb2), an E3 ubiquitin protein ligase, is a feature of FST-induced muscle hypertrophy and SMAD2/3 control of muscle mass. In aged mice treated with FST, Asb2 repression is diminished, thereby highlighting a discrepancy between the expression of FST and consequent effects in young-adult versus old muscles. ASB2 overexpression in skeletal muscle causes a reduction in muscle fiber size and blunts FST-induced muscle hypertrophy. These findings demonstrate a mechanism for regulation of FST-induced muscle hypertrophy by Asb2 and a new role of Asb2 as a regulator of muscle mass.

Results

FST-mediated muscle hypertrophy is blunted in sarcopenic mice. We and others have shown that myostatin and activins are negative regulators of muscle mass, such that overexpression causes atrophy, whereas inhibition increases mass. We sought to assess the effect of inhibiting myostatin/activin in muscles demonstrating features of sarcopenia via interventions that promote the expression of FST. To accomplish this, we utilized recombinant adeno-associated virus-based vectors (rAAV vectors) to transduce mouse skeletal muscle with FST-expressing constructs (32). We injected tibialis anterior (TA) muscles of 6- or 24-month-old mice with either rAAV encoding FST (rAAV:FST) or an empty vector control construct (rAAV:MCS) in the muscle of the contralateral leg (Figure 1A). The TA muscles of the 24-month-old mice were approximately 14% lighter than the 6-month-old mice indicating age-related muscle wasting. FST treatment induced mus-
Follistatin gene delivery promotes muscle hypertrophy, which is diminished in old mice. C57Bl/6 mice of indicated age were injected with rAAV:MCS in the left TA and rAAV:FST in the right TA. (A) The mass of TA muscles from rAAV:FST-injected mice were compared with the contralateral rAAV:MCS control (ratio-paired t test, $P < 0.05$, $n = 10$, ± SEM). The change in muscle mass between control and follistatin treatment is presented as a percentage of maximal response in 6-month-old mice (unpaired t test, $P < 0.05$, $n = 10$, ± SEM) (B) The muscle weights and response to follistatin treatment as presented in A for 7- and 32-month-old mice (ratio-paired t test; $P < 0.05$; 7 month, $n = 5$; 32 month, $n = 4$; ± SEM). Maximal response is defined by the follistatin response in 7-month-old mice (unpaired t test; $P < 0.05$; 7 month, $n = 5$; 32 month, $n = 4$; ± SEM). (C) The diameter of TA muscle fibers from mice reported in B (Holm-Sidak multiple t test; $P < 0.05$; 7 month, $n = 5$; 32 month, $n = 4$; ± SEM). (D) Immunoblot analysis of mice from A for detection of follistatin expression and SMAD signaling. Quantification of immunoblot analysis from D for (E) follistatin expression (ratio-paired t test, $P < 0.05$, $n = 6$, ± SEM); (F) ratio of phosphorylated to total SMAD3 (ratio-paired t test, $P < 0.05$, $n = 6$, ± SEM), and (G) ratio of phosphorylated to total SMAD1/5 (ratio-paired t test, $P < 0.05$, $n = 6$, ± SEM). (H) Time course analysis of follistatin expression in TA muscles injected with rAAV:indFST. DOX was administered in food ad libitum for the indicated number of days. $n = 2$. (I) The mass of TA muscles from rAAV:indFST-injected mice were compared with the contralateral rAAV:MCS control (ratio-paired t test; $P < 0.05$; no DOX, $n = 9$; 2 days DOX, $n = 7$; 28 days DOX, $n = 12$; ± SEM). Recombinant adeno-associated virus, rAAV; control construct, MCS; follistatin, FST; tibialis anterior muscle, TA; doxycycline, DOX; tetracycline responsive follistatin, indFST.
Figure 2. Quantitative proteomic analysis reveals changes in protein signature associated with acute and chronic follistatin expression in skeletal muscle. (A) Schematic displaying the experimental workflow for iTRAQ sample labeling and tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) analysis. (B) Distribution of the quantified proteins relative to no-DOX samples with a ± 1.5–fold expression change cut-off (moderated t test, adjusted \( P \) < 0.05, \( n = 3 \)). (C) Pearson correlation between replicates from 2- and 28-day follistatin treatments. (D) Gene set enrichment analysis predicted pathways regulated across the indicated time points in the proteomics data set. The upregulated pathways are shown in red, downregulated are shown in blue, and pathways showing a mixed response are highlighted in green (\( P < 0.05 \)). (E) Z-score scatterplot of the proteins concordantly changed at 2 and 28 days from the 2-dimensional directional pathway analysis. Significantly upregulated proteins are highlighted in red in quadrant I, and downregulated proteins are cultured in blue in quadrant III (integrated \( P < 0.05 \)); proteins that remained unaltered under the tested hypotheses are shown in gray. Isobaric labeling for relative and absolute quantitation, iTRAQ; hydrophilic interaction chromatography, HILIC; nano-ultra high performance liquid chromatography, nanoUHPLC; differentially expressed, DE; recombinant adeno-associated virus, rAAV; tibialis anterior muscle, TA; doxycycline, DOX; tetracycline responsive follistatin, indFST.
sus rAAV:MCS. These changes in fiber diameter were largely conserved across the distribution of muscle fibers; however, a trend for increased fiber diameter was observed in rAAV:FST-treated old muscles (Supplemental Figure 1, A and B; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/jci.insight.85477DS1).

Circulating levels of myostatin, activin, and other TGF-β family members that promote deleterious SMAD2/3 signaling in muscle have been shown to change with age, which could potentially impact on the effect of FST in old muscles. To determine whether the differences in FST-mediated effects between young-adult and old mice were a consequence of differential FST expression or effects upon the SMAD signaling, we examined FST abundance and SMAD phosphorylation in response to rAAV:FST administration between the age groups. We found that expression of FST was not different between the treated muscles of young-adult and old mice (Figure 1, D and E) and that treated muscles exhibited comparably reduced SMAD2/3 phosphorylation (Figure 1, D and F) and increased SMAD1/5 phosphorylation (Figure 1, D and G). As FST gene delivery has been shown capable of completely inhibiting muscle wasting and signaling changes caused by supraphysiological expression of myostatin and activin that vastly exceeds the levels experienced with aging (18, 21, 32), these findings demonstrate that the reduced hypertrophic effect of rAAV:FST administration to old muscles is not a consequence of reduced FST expression or compromised modulation of SMAD signaling (18, 21). These data indicate that, while FST-mediated inhibition of myostatin/activin signaling elicits muscle hypertrophy in aged muscle, the response to this intervention is diminished compared with young mice. To identify mechanistic discrepancies between these settings of muscle hypertrophy, we sought to elucidate the proteomic and transcriptomic adaptations that occur in muscles as a consequence of FST treatment.

**Development of rAAV vectors to achieve inducible FST expression in muscle.** We sought to define the impact of FST treatment upon the skeletal muscle proteome and transcriptome and to stratify effects into acute and chronic responses. To achieve this objective, we used rAAV vectors to transduce mouse muscles with constructs designed to provide tetracycline-controlled activation of transcription (16). We injected the TA muscles of mice with rAAV vectors carrying a tetracycline-inducible gene expression construct (TetOn) construct and a TetOn-responsive FST construct (rAAV:TetOn and rAAV:indFST, respectively) or a control construct (rAAV:TetOn and an empty vector, rAAV:MCS) in the muscle of the contralateral limb. Seven days after injection, mice were administered doxycycline (DOX, as DOX-supplemented chow) to induce FST expression for a given number of days. FST expression was apparent after 2 days of DOX feeding and strongly detectable after 28 days of DOX administration (Figure 1H). In contrast, FST was not observed in mice administered rAAV:TetOn and rAAV:indFST without DOX.

To determine the acute and chronic response to FST expression in skeletal muscle, we treated mice with rAAV:indFST and DOX for 2 and 28 days, respectively. Mice received rAAV:TetOn plus rAAV:indFST in the treated TA muscle and rAAV:TetOn plus control vector in the contralateral TA muscle. Treated muscles in which FST expression was induced for 28 days demonstrated a profound hypertrophy amounting to an average doubling of mass by 4 weeks after induction (Figure 1I). Mice administered vectors but not DOX were observed for 5 weeks after injection and showed no detectable change in muscle mass. Muscles examined after as little as 48 hours of DOX feeding exhibited evidence of increased mass, demonstrating that FST-mediated changes in the muscle proteome/transcriptome that occur within as little as 2 days are sufficient to promote growth and constitute an acute response to myostatin/activin inhibition.

**The proteomic and transcriptomic signature of FST-induced muscle hypertrophy.** To identify changes in protein expression during acute and chronic FST treatment, we employed a quantitative proteomic analysis of muscles using isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantification (iTRAQ) (Figure 2A). We compared the proteomes of the rAAV:indFST injected muscles from (i) no DOX control, (ii) 2 days DOX administration, and (iii) 28 days DOX administration. A total of 5,375 proteins were quantified in 2 of 3 biological replicates (Figure 2B and Supplemental Table 1). Muscles injected with rAAV:indFST from the 2- and 28-day DOX treatment groups demonstrated upregulation of 228 and 95 proteins, relative to the no DOX control group (1.5-fold cut-off, t test, adjusted \( P < 0.05 \)). rAAV:indFST-injected muscles across the 2- and 28-day DOX treatments exhibited downregulation of 10 and 37 proteins, relative to the no DOX control. Good correlation was observed between the 3 biological replicates with an average Pearson correlation of 0.69 and 0.61 between replicates from 2- and 28-day DOX treatments relative to no DOX control, respectively (Figure 2C). These data demonstrate that FST overexpression in mouse muscles causes rapid changes in protein abundance.
To obtain an overview of the regulated pathways at the proteome level, we performed a gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA; http://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb) from the Molecular Signature Database Collection and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) (Figure 2D). Numerous pathways involved in catabolic and metabolic processes were regulated between the muscles exposed to FST, relative to no DOX control. These analyses illustrate the complexity of protein adaptations driving muscle hypertrophy as a consequence of FST exposure. We next compared the abundance of proteins between the muscles from the 2- and 28-day treatments to investigate sustained up- or downregulation of specific proteins with ongoing FST expression (via continued DOX administration). We performed 2-dimensional hypothesis testing using directional pathway analysis (DPA) and a 1-sided version of Pearson’s method (OSP) for combining P values across the 2 time points. A total of 296 proteins were identified,
including 127 and 169 up- and downregulated proteins for the 2- and 28-day DOX treatments (Z-score adjusted \( P < 0.05 \); Figure 2E and Supplemental Table 2). Validating our approach, we observed that FST was the most significantly upregulated protein after both 2 days and 28 days of DOX administration.

To investigate which FST-induced changes in protein abundance were associated with altered gene expression, we quantified the transcriptome of muscles by RNA-sequencing (RNA-Seq). These analyses examined samples of mouse TA muscles previously collected after acute expression of FST (3 days) or chronic expression (7 and 14 days). An average of 24,359 gene products were mapped across each time point, with 253 and 1,501 gene products significantly regulated during the acute and chronic treatments, respectively, relative to rAAV:MCS injected control TA muscles (\( t \) test adjusted \( P < 0.05 \), ± 1.5-fold, fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (FPKM) >1; Supplemental Table 3). Differential expression of 162 genes was shared between the acute and chronic time point.

We subsequently interrogated the proteome and transcriptome jointly and calculated the overlap between the proteins that changed significantly in the proteome (at 2 and/or 28 days of FST expression) and the genes that were significantly altered in the RNA-Seq data at acute and/or chronic time points. This approach allowed a pair-wise comparison with the proteomics data: (i) acute time point from the RNA-Seq data was compared with the 2 days DOX proteomics data, and (ii) chronic time point from the RNA-Seq data was compared with the 28 days DOX proteomics data. A total of 3,716 gene products were quantified in both the RNA-Seq and proteomics data. We classified the genes under the following 3 categories: (i) significantly altered at all time-points in the transcriptome and proteome: 35 genes; (ii) altered in both proteome and transcriptome but only in the early time point in RNA-Seq data: 16 genes; and (iii) altered in both data sets but only late in the RNA-Seq data: 60 genes (Figure 3 and Supplemental Table 4).

We also calculated genes that were significantly altered only in the transcriptome and not in the proteome and vice versa. There were 115 genes that changed across time points in the transcriptome but not in the proteome. A large number of acute and chronic transcriptome changes (111 and 524 genes, respectively) were not accompanied by a change in the proteome. By proteome analysis, we observed 170 gene products that were differentially expressed without concomitant transcriptome alterations. Consistent with the proteomics data, the FST gene product was the most significantly upregulated transcript in the RNA-Seq data. Based on this experimental configuration, we cannot rule out that a subset of differentially expressed proteins observed in the proteomic data may be due to administration of DOX. However, any such potential changes would be restricted to the proteome-only data set.

**Integrated proteome/transcriptome interrogation identifies Asb2 as a FST-responsive gene.** The ankyrin repeat–containing protein with a suppressor of Asb2 is a specificity subunit of the Elongin C-Cullin-SOCS box (ECS) type E3 ubiquitin ligase complex (33, 34), which we identified as one of the most responsive candidates in the proteomic and RNA-Seq analysis (Figure 2D, Figure 3, and Supplemental Tables 1–4). Asb2 regulates actin cytoskeleton dynamics in hematopoietic cells and is implicated in the regulation of myogenic differentiation (35, 36). We observed a 2-fold suppression of Asb2 expression after 2 and 28 days of DOX-induced FST expression. Based on this observation, we sought to test whether suppression of Asb2 is a requirement for this mode of muscle growth. We profiled the expression of Asb2 in response to FST to validate the proteomic data. Immunoblot and quantitative PCR (qPCR) analysis of Asb2 expression in AAV:indFST-treated muscles showed an approximately 45% and 60% suppression, respectively, with 2 days of DOX administration (Figure 4, A–C) that was sustained throughout DOX treatment. There was no difference in Asb2 levels in muscles receiving rAAV:indFST but no DOX. These data indicate that suppression of Asb2 transcription and protein expression is an early feature of FST expression in skeletal muscle.

As FST-driven muscle hypertrophy is the product of signaling changes through SMAD2/3 and SMAD1/5/8 pathways, we examined whether control of ASB2 expression could be independently attributed to either pathway. We tested activation of the SMAD1/5/8 pathway through the delivery of a rAAV vector encoding a constitutively active mutant of the ALK3 receptor (rAAV:caALK3), which increases phosphorylation of SMAD1/5/8 and results in muscle hypertrophy (31). The TA muscles of C57BL/6 mice were injected with rAAV:caALK3 in one leg and received rAAV:MCS in the contralateral muscle. Two weeks after injection, no differences in ASB2 levels were observed between treatments (Supplemental Figure 2A). We subsequently tested the contribution of the SMAD2/3 pathway as a regulator of ASB2 through the delivery of an AAV vector encoding SMAD7 (rAAV:SMAD7). SMAD7 is an inhibitory SMAD protein that blocks phosphorylation of SMAD2/3 by competitive binding to the type-I activin.
ASB2 expression negatively regulates skeletal muscle mass. Reasoning that Asb2 may operate as a regulator of muscle mass, we investigated the consequences of Asb2 overexpression on muscle mass homeostasis. To this end, we generated an rAAV vector encoding the muscle-specific isoform of Asb2 (Asb2β) (35) with an N-terminal FLAG-tag (rAAV:Asb2) (Supplemental Figure 2B). The TA muscles of C57Bl/6 mice were injected with rAAV:Asb2, and the contralateral TA muscle received an injection of rAAV:MCS control vector. The TA muscles that received rAAV:Asb2 were reduced in mass by approximately 7% at 2 weeks after injection (Figure 4D). Mass values were compared between contralateral TA muscles from individual mice (ratio-paired t-test; P < 0.05, n = 5, ± SEM). (E) Immunoblot analysis of mice from D for ASB2 expression and SMAD signaling. Quantification of immunoblots from E for (F) ASB2 expression (ratio-paired t test, P < 0.05, n = 5, ± SEM) and (G) ratio of phosphorylated to total SMAD3 and ratio of phosphorylated to total SMAD2 (ratio-paired t test, P < 0.05, n = 5, ± SEM). (H) C57Bl/6 mice were injected with rAAV:MCS in the left TA and rAAV:Asb2 in the right TA. The mass of TA muscles from rAAV:Asb2-injected muscles were compared with contralateral control muscles (ratio-paired t test; P < 0.05; 14 days, n = 5; 28 days, n = 4; ± SEM). (I) Change in muscle mass between rAAV:Asb2- and control-treated TA muscles from H at indicated time points (unpaired t test; P < 0.05; 14 days, n = 5; 28 days, n = 4; ± SEM). Recombinant adeno-associated virus, rAAV; ankyrin repeat-containing protein with a suppressor of cytokine signaling box 2, Asb2; control construct, MCS; follistatin, FST; tibialis anterior muscle, TA; doxycycline, DOX; tetracycline responsive follistatin, indFST.
and by approximately 15% at 4 weeks after injection (Figure 4H). These results demonstrate that ASB2 abundance contributes to determining muscle mass in the basal state and that increasing ASB2 expression drives a progressive atrophic response (Figure 4I).

ASB2 is repressed to achieve FST-induced muscle hypertrophy and is refractory to FST treatment in aged muscle. We observed that ASB2 suppression was a feature of myostatin/activin inhibition by FST and sought to determine whether this response was preserved in elderly mice (Figure 1A). Immunoblot analysis of the 6-month-old mice treated with rAAV:FST demonstrated an approximately 60% reduction of ASB2 expression compared with the control muscle (Figure 5A). However, repression of ASB2 by FST treatment was ameliorated in 24-month-old mice, presenting as a modest trend that did not reach statistical significance.
compared with the control muscle (Figure 5B). ASB2 abundance was not found to be significantly different between the untreated muscles of old mice versus young-adult mice; however, there was some evidence of increased ASB2 levels in the untreated muscles of a subset of the old mice (Supplemental Figure 2C). As Ash2 mRNA transcript was downregulated in response to FST treatment (Figure 4C and Supplemental Table 3), we sought to determine if this repression was maintained in the 24-month cohort. Analysis by qPCR showed that suppression of Ash2 transcript is maintained across both age groups (Figure 5C). We analyzed the expression of another gene from the combined data set to determine whether this disparity was specific for Ash2 or common to other FST-responsive genes. We found the TBC1 domain family member 1 (Tbc1d1) to be potently suppressed at both mRNA transcript and protein level with FST treatment (Figure 3 and Supplemental Table 4). Expression analysis in the rAAV:FST-treated 6-month-old mice confirmed suppression of TBC1D1 with a reduction of approximately 80% in the detected protein compared with the control muscle (Figure 5, D and E). This effect of FST upon TBC1D1 abundance was consistent in the 24-month-old mice treated with rAAV:FST, where TBC1D1 levels were approximately 75% lower than the control. These results demonstrate that ASB2 regulation by FST is refractory in old mice despite suppression of SMAD2/3 signaling (Figure 1F). The outputs to signaling through this pathway appear to be preserved, as Ash2 mRNA suppression and TBC1D1 downregulation is similar to the results from 6-month-old FST-treated mice.

Having identified a discrepancy in the effects of FST gene delivery upon ASB2 abundance in old versus young mice, we sought to determine the significance of ASB2 as a determinant of FST-mediated muscle hypertrophy by investigating the effects of forced ASB2 expression during FST-mediated muscle growth. We injected the TA muscles of C57Bl/6 mice with rAAV:FST plus rAAV:Ash2 (or rAAV:FST plus rAAV:MCS in the contralateral limb). Two and 4 weeks after injection, the muscles were collected and analyzed for changes in mass and muscle fiber morphology (Figure 5F). FST overexpression caused hypertrophy of muscles in both hindlimbs, but muscles that received the coinjection of AAV:Asb2 exhibited an approximately 15% reduced mass at 2 weeks and an approximately 30% decrease in mass at 4 weeks compared with muscles receiving rAAV:FST with rAAV:MCS, despite equivalent expression of FST in both conditions (Supplemental Figure 2D). The diminished gains in muscle mass as a consequence of ASB2 overexpression in FST-treated muscles were associated with a consistent effect on the diameter of muscle fibers (Figure 5G). Comparing muscle fibers administered rAAV:FST and rAAV:Ash2 with muscle fibers receiving rAAV:FST identified an approximately 20% reduction in diameter observed for fibers in the second and third quartile and an approximately 15% reduction in diameter for fibers in the first quartile. The trend for reduced fiber in muscles given rAAV:FST and rAAV:Asb2 versus rAAV:FST was largely conserved across the entire distribution of muscle fibers (Supplemental Figure 2E). Muscle hypertrophy caused by FST administration is characterized by an increase in protein synthesis (32). To determine if ASB2 expression blunts the FST-stimulated increase in protein synthesis, we measured the global rate of protein synthesis in each condition by surface sensing of translation (SUnSET) (Supplemental Figure 2F) and observed no difference between treatments. Overexpression of ASB2 had a greater negative effect on mass in muscles undergoing FST-induced hypertrophy than muscles administered rAAV:Asb2 alone (Figure 5H). These data demonstrate that Ash2 plays an important role in the regulation of muscle mass and that suppression of Ash2 expression is a critical feature of the cellular events that underlie FST-induced skeletal muscle hypertrophy.

**ASB2 expression is responsive to muscle innervation.** To investigate whether Ash2 may be regulated in other modes of muscle remodeling, we considered the role of neurologic input. Regulation of muscle mass by E3-ubiquitin ligases is a key factor in the progression of atrophy after denervation, and deterioration of the neuromuscular junction has been identified as a hallmark of sarcopenia associated with aging. Ligases that regulate muscle mass in settings of neurogenic atrophy include tripartite motif-containing 63 (Trim63), F-box protein 32 (Fbxo32), and F-box protein 30 (Fbxo30) (30, 39). On this basis, we sought to evaluate whether ASB2, as another E3 ligase, would be affected after denervation. C57Bl/6 mice underwent resection of the peroneal nerve branch in one leg while the contralateral leg underwent the same procedure, but the nerve was left intact for the sham control. We observed temporal variation in ASB2 expression from denervated TA muscle (Figure 5H). Expression of ASB2 was increased 4-fold 3 days after denervation, became suppressed by approximately 75% 7 days after denervation, and eventually resolved to baseline by 28 days after denervation (Figure 5, I and J). Autophagic activation as a marker of denervation was assessed through expression levels of p62. This demonstrates that Ash2 expression is regulated in muscle after the loss of signaling from the neuromuscular junction, and the response is temporally distinct.
Discussion

The seminal discovery of myostatin as a regulator of the TGF-β network in skeletal muscle and a negative regulator of muscle growth spawned intense study of TGF-β signaling as a therapeutic target in the context of muscle-related disease. Examination of the TGF-β network has revealed new roles of other TGF-β family ligands as atrophic (activins) and hypertrophic (select BMPs) regulators of muscle attributes. The application of myostatin inhibition in the aged context has shown relatively minor improvements in muscle mass with an appreciable improvement in recovery from muscle injury (23, 40, 41), although of seemingly lesser magnitude than effects observed during treatment of young mice (42). This may in part be due to the simultaneous elevation of other TGF-β family members than can also drive deleterious SMAD2/3 signaling (such as activins) or defects in the hypertrophic response of aged muscles (42). Interventions based around FST may prove more promising because of the potential to inhibit both myostatin and activins, in conjunction with activation of anabolic BMP signaling (31, 32). Utilizing rAAV:FST, we discovered that muscle growth due to myostatin/activin inhibition in aged muscle is achievable but is significantly blunted with advancing age. The capacity for rAAV:FST to suppress myostatin/activin signaling was maintained and points to the differential effect of FST and old muscles being due to differences in the responses of young and old muscle to modulation of SMAD signaling. These observations suggest that interventions intended to conserve or restore muscle mass via modulation of this network may offer useful therapeutic benefits but that the magnitude of effect may diminish as age increases. To understand this observation, we sought to define the changes in gene and protein expression that drive muscle hypertrophy in response to FST treatment. We combined quantitative proteomic and transcriptional analyses of gene expression in response to FST gene delivery. This analysis identified specific changes in protein abundance and gene expression, including the downregulation of the E3 ubiquitin ligase Asb2.

Suppression of E3 ligases in muscle may be a general strategy FST employs to alter the balance in protein turnover in favor of accretion (32). We found that FST treatment in young adult muscles potently repressed Asb2 transcription and reduced ASB2 protein abundance across all time points during FST expression. Expression of ASB2 resulted in a progressive muscle atrophy that identifies this E3 ligase as an active negative regulator of basal muscle mass. Furthermore, ASB2 repression was required for the maximal muscle hypertrophic response to FST. When expressed in combination with FST, ASB2 resulted in greater than 2-fold relative suppression of muscle mass than ASB2 alone and demonstrated that Asb2 suppression is required for almost a third of FST-induced muscle hypertrophy. This places ASB2 function as being able to modulate muscle mass through a process that is central for the maximal muscle hypertrophy response to FST. By independently inhibiting SMAD2/3 signaling in muscle, we were able to reproduce an equivalent ASB2 downregulation, indicating that within the TGF-β network, the SMAD2/3 axis (rather than the SMAD1/5/8 axis) can regulate ASB2 expression. This finding suggests that regulation of basal muscle mass by myostatin/activin signaling would include control of ASB2 function. Interestingly, expression of ASB2 did not change the rate of protein synthesis elicited by FST expression. This suggests that ASB2’s target proteins are important mediators of muscle hypertrophy through a mechanism independent of the protein synthesis pathway. Currently, characterized targets of ASB2 include members of the filamin family (filaminA/B), which are critical in the organization and stability of F-actin fibers (35, 36, 43) and desmin (44). This supports our observation that protein synthesis activation through the mTOR pathway is insufficient to solely account for FST-stimulated muscle hypertrophy (32), and this model incorporates components beyond protein synthesis regulation, of which Asb2 is a critical member.

Progressive deterioration of the interface between muscle fibers and motor nerves culminating in complete denervation is one of the proposed causes of muscle atrophy and frailty observed in sarcopenic muscle (7, 8). Nerve resection leads to atrophy in muscle, and the extent to which nerve loss will hamper supportive efforts is unknown (45). We found that ASB2 expression is responsive to nerve input with differential expression observed in a temporal fashion. This is not dissimilar to the expression profile of other E3 ubiquitin ligases that function in the atrophy following denervation (39). This observation broadens the potential role of Asb2 function from TGF-β pathway control of muscle mass to also include regulation by innervation and conceivably other conditions in which compromise of the neuromuscular junction is observed. In settings of age-related frailty, changes in Asb2 expression due to compromised nerve input could override suppression in response to FST effects on myostatin/activin. Consistent with this idea, we observed that suppression of Asb2 mRNA by FST treatment is maintained in young and old mice, whereas ASB2 protein levels no longer respond to FST treatment in old mice. This finding indicates that, in the context of aged muscle, Asb2 expression is subject to other mechanisms of regulation, potentially at the posttranscriptional level.
The combined unbiased proteomic and transcriptomic analyses that we report here has enabled the quantification of global changes in protein expression and gene transcription associated with FST-mediated muscle hypertrophy. This data set highlights the role of Asb2 not only in the regulation of skeletal muscle mass in response to FST treatment, but also as a regulator of basal muscle mass. The absence of ASB2 repression in response to FST treatment is a feature of old, sarcopenic mice. As ASB2 suppression is a condition of maximal FST response, this resistance in old muscle could in part explain the amelioration of muscle growth to myostatin/activin blockade in the aged setting. The proteome/transcriptome data set reported here likely includes components that are unique to TGF-β network modulation, but we envisage that there will be common mechanisms shared with other pathways that stimulate muscle hypertrophy. The results of these analyses have highlighted genes and proteins not previously associated with FST-mediated effects in skeletal muscle. Deeper investigation of these FST-responsive genes/proteins could guide strategies to enhance TGF-β network manipulation or intervene in these pathways to mimic the changes required for muscle hypertrophy. These data will be a valuable resource for further mechanistic studies of muscle hypertrophy and atrophy via TGF-β network regulation and could help identify cellular processes that are critical determinants of muscle attributes in health and disease.

Methods

Further information can be found in Supplemental Methods.

Generation of rAAV6 vectors. Recombinant AVV were generated as described previously (46). In brief, 10 mg of rAAV6 plasmids containing cDNA constructs were cotransfected with 20 mg of pDGM6 packaging plasmid into HEK293 cells (seeded 16 hours prior at a density of 3.2 × 10^6 to 3.8 × 10^6 cells) using the calcium phosphate precipitate method to generate type-6 pseudo typed viral vectors. After 72 hours, cells and culture medium were collected and homogenized, before clarification, using a 0.22-mm filter (EMD Millipore). Vector was purified by affinity chromatography using a HiTrap heparin column (GE Healthcare), ultracentrifuged overnight, and resuspended in sterile Ringer’s solution. Vector concentration was determined using a customized qPCR reaction (Applied Biosystems).

Administration of rAAV6 vector and DOX treatment. Recombinant viral vector stocks were used at dosage of 1 × 10^9 to 5 × 10^10 vectors genomes as indicated. AAV:indFST at 1 × 10^9, AAV:FST at 1 × 10^9, AAV:TetON at 5 × 10^9, AAV:caALK3 at 1 × 10^10, AAV:SMAD7 at 1 × 10^10, AAV:Asb2 at 5 × 10^9, and AAV:MCS at a matched dosage to the tested AAV. i.m. injections of rAAV6 vector were administered to mice at the indicated age or otherwise were performed in 8- to 10-week-old male C57BL/6 mice as described previously (Alfred Medical Research & Education Precinct) (32). The left TA (LTA) muscle received an i.m. injection of indicated rAAV6 vector serving as the control sample while the right TA (RTA) muscle was injected with indicated rAAV6 vectors serving as the treatment sample. For inducible expression, mice were housed for 7 days after injection of rAAV6 vectors and then placed on a standard chow diet containing 600 mg/kg DOX (Specialty Feeds) for indicated durations.

Transcriptome sequencing and bioinformatics. Whole transcriptome sequencing (mRNA-Seq) was completed as described previously (47). Briefly, TA muscles injected with AAV:MCS or AAV:FST were used to generate cDNA libraries from poly A+ purified mRNA samples according to the manufacturer’s instructions (TruSeq RNA sample preparation kit, Illumina). Transcriptome libraries were sequenced on an Illumina GAIIx instrument, with the resulting 36 bp single-end reads mapped to the mouse genome (mm10 assembly) using TopHat (48). Gene transcript levels were determined via a customized qPCR reaction (Applied Biosystems).

Proteomic analysis, mass spectrometry, and bioinformatics. Protein extracted from TA muscles was digested with LysC and trypsin and desalted with tC18 solid phase extraction columns. Peptides were labeled with iTRAQ according to the manufacturer’s instructions and fractionated by hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatograph (HILIC) into 12 fractions. Each fraction was analyzed by liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry using data-dependent acquisition (Q-Exactive, Thermo Fisher). All statistical analysis was performed in the R programming environment (http://www.r-project.org). Protein quantification was performed using the median values of all PSMs of the protein group and normalized within each condition using median absolute deviation for each of the 3 treatments. Moderated
1-sample \( t \) tests were performed at each time point on the \( \log_{10} \) transformed ratios relative to no-DOX control to identify significantly regulated proteins. In order to identify proteins that were altered at 2 and 28 days, we performed a 2-dimensional hypothesis test using DPA and OSP method for combining \( P \) values across the 2 treatments and transformed the \( t \) statics to Z-scores. Hypotheses testing for distinct responses across the time points in the following directions \((-1, -1) \) and \((1, 1)\), where \(-1 \) represents downregulation and 1 represents upregulation, was performed to identify proteins that were concordantly up- or down-regulated at 2 or 28 days. Significance of each protein was defined as combined \( P < 0.001 \). Permutation test–based methods such as the GSEA (52, 53) were performed to identify biological pathways that were either significantly up-, down-, or mixed-regulated at each time point/treatment \( (P < 0.05) \). The gene sets or pathways tested for differential expression in our proteomics data was obtained from the Molecular Signature Database (MSigDB; http://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb) collection. The union of significantly altered pathways at least at one time point is represented. KEGG-annotated disease pathways were eliminated from this analysis.

**Integrated analysis of proteomic and transcriptomic data.** We defined genes that were significantly altered \( (P < 0.05 \text{ from adjusted } t \text{ tests, FDR = 0.05}) \) at 3 days as acute responders and genes that were altered at 7 and 14 days as chronic responders in the transcriptomics data. In order to represent the transcriptome versus proteome changes in a scatterplot, we calculated an integrated \( P \) value for each gene in the common data set from the transcriptomic data analysis. We used Fisher’s combined probability test to combine the \( P \) values from the independent differential expression analysis at 3, 7, and 14 days for every gene in the transcriptomics data. The combined \( P \) value of every protein from the proteomic analysis was calculated previously using DPA (54) as explained above. We transformed these integrated \( P \) values in the negative \( \log_{10} \) scale for each data set and generated a scatterplot for the common data set with the proteomics data–derived combined \( P \) value in the \( x \) axis and the transcriptomics data–derived Fisher’s combined \( P \) value in the \( y \) axis.

**Statistics.** For statistical analysis not related to the proteomic and RNA-Seq data sets, data are presented as mean ± SEM, and biological replicates are stated in Figure legends. No animals were excluded from statistical analysis. One-way ANOVA tests were used to assess statistical differences across multiple conditions, with the Bonferroni post hoc test used for comparisons between the specific group means. Comparisons between 2 conditions used the 1-way or paired Student’s \( t \) test as indicated in Figure legends. All differences reported are \( P < 0.05 \).

**Study approval.** All experiments were conducted in accordance with the relevant codes of practice for the care and use of animals for scientific purposes (NIH, 1985; the National Health and Medical Council of Australia, 2004). All animal work performed in this study was conducted with approval from the Alfred Medical Research and Education Precinct Animal Ethics Committee (AMREP AEC) (Melbourne, Australia).
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